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I. Introduction: Understanding Biochemical Mechanisms with Single-cell Data
Abstract

Fractional Killing

Mass Cytometry Dataset

Virtually all biological processes are driven by biochemical reactions.

-- 21 markers from pro-apoptotic, proliferation and stress pathways

The role of preexisting versus induced
variability in cellular responses to
-TRAIL

Ordinary or stochastic differential equations which formalize chemical
dynamics can encode the parametric and structural form of causal interactions

5 cell-cycle markers

We previously demonstrated that preexisting differences in the levels or activities of
apoptotic regulators among cells in a clonal
population determine the time and probability of TRAIL-induced death (Spencer
et al., 2009). These differences are believed
to arise from the stochastic fluctuations that
are a fundamental feature of the reactions
involved in synthesis and degradation of
proteins (Sigal et al., 2006; Raj and van
Oudenaarden, 2008; Eldar and Elowitz,
2010). Stochastic fluctuations impinging on
the transcriptional states of cells can also
give rise to changes in fate and cell-to-cell
variation in drug sensitivity (Sharma et al.,
2010; Singh et al., 2010; Gupta et al., 2011).
These findings raised the question of
whether reversible resistance is induced de
novo by death ligand treatment or preexists
in a subset of naive cells, as might be predicted from time scales of protein “remixing” (Sigal et al., 2006). Clearly, preexisting
differences affect whether cells live or die
when first exposed to death ligands. However, two lines of evidence support the idea
that the reversibly resistant state we observe
is induced and is not merely a result of preexisting differences among cells: first, all
FIGURE 8: TRAIL induces reversible resistance and inflammatory pathways in cells that survive
cells enter the resistant state when cell death
an initial treatment. In this schematic, yellow shadings depict
nongenetic
Flusberg
et heterogeneity
al., Mol Biol in
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protein levels or other factors in a naive cell population. After treatment, the sensitive fraction of is blocked using a caspase inhibitor, and
second, the resistant state is maintained in
cells dies by apoptosis via a caspase-8/10 (C8/10) pathway, and the less sensitive fraction
the absence of cell killing by exposing cells
survives (dark yellow cells). TRAIL-induced NF-κB signaling is activated in both sensitive and
to periodic doses of TRAIL. Transcriptional
resistant cells but is cut short in cells that die (see blow-ups i and ii). Within hours, survivor cells
activate a transcriptional program and enter a state of induced reversible resistance whose peak profiling reveals that such “repeat” cells enlasts for ∼24 h (survivors; red cells, filled nuclei); resistance involves attenuated DISC assembly
ter a state that is in between that of survivor
that prevents activation of sufficient C8/10 to initiate apoptosis when cells are retreated with
and naive cells in gene expression space.
TRAIL (blow-up ii). Resistant cells exhibit activation of a FLIP-dependent, NF-κB–mediated
The distinction between preexisting difinflammatory response, although resistance is independent of both NF-κB and FLIP. When TRAIL
ference and induced difference may not be
is removed, survival and inflammation signals decay as cells divide, and within several days
so simple, however: the extent to which surprotein levels redistribute such that the new cell population is equivalent to the starting control
vival pathways are activated will itself be
population (reset cells). In contrast, if survivors are reexposed to TRAIL treatment during the
subject to cell-to-cell variability. Cohen
resistance stage, resistance and inflammatory phenotypes are sustained (repeat cells). NF-κB
et al. (2008) showed, for example, that fracactivation is submaximal upon repeated treatment of survivor/repeat cells due to attenuated
tional killing of cancer cells by a topoisom- 5
DISC assembly but is sufficient to sustain inflammatory phenotypes (blow-up iii). Repeat cells
(orange shading) have an intermediate gene expression profile that has characteristics of both
erase inhibitor involves differential induccontrol and survivor cells.
tion of survival pathways in some cells and
not others, and this may also be true of
of multiple downstream proteins, effectively “priming” cells and redeath ligands (Zauli et al., 2005; Neumann et al., 2010). The reversducing the threshold for cell death (Opel et al., 2011). Thus transient
ible resistance induced by a 6-h treatment with TRAIL plus caspase
resistance to TRAIL has some of the hallmarks of conventional acinhibitor was less than that induced by an 18-h treatment under the
quired resistance and can in principle be reversed using some of the
same conditions, whereas 6 h was sufficient for full resistance in the
same treatments. No cotreatment, however, appears as effective as
absence of caspase inhibition (Supplemental Figure S2C). We assimply waiting several days for cells to reset. We previously showed
cribe this difference to the fact that both induced survival and selecthat relatively small but coordinated changes in protein levels are
tion are at work in the latter case. Thus both preexisting and insufficient to account for variability in cell fate, time to death, and
duced differences are likely to play a role in reversible resistance to
whether a cell undergoes type I or type II apoptosis (Aldridge et al.,
TRAIL, and the two are almost certainly interwoven: stochastic varia2011; Gaudet et al., 2012), and we hypothesize that similar subtle
tion in the levels of proapoptotic and antiapoptotic factors is exbut coordinated changes in DISC composition are sufficient to expected to determine the rates at which competing death and surplain reversible TRAIL resistance. We are developing a quantitative
vival mechanisms act on effector caspases in individual cells that are
computational model of DISC biochemistry to test this hypothesis.
more or less prone to die. Cells that are relatively resistant due to

-- ~105 cells per snapshot

between the components. However, their mechanistic description in terms of

-- 13 time points (every 30 min)

stochastic chemical reaction networks is often precluded by the computational

-- destructive

difficulty of structure learning.

Application: Understanding Apoptosis
Apoptosis is a form of programmed cell death which plays an important role in
development of multicellular organisms. Fractional killing of cancer cells
exposed to TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) was observed in
several studies, but the mechanism regulating this effect is not yet understood.
Inability of cancer cells to commit apoptosis is one of the hallmarks of cancer.
Improving our understanding of the molecular underpinnings of apoptosis
plays an important role in the design of targeted treatment strategies.
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II. Sparse Regression Based Structure Learning of Stochastic Reaction Networks
Stochastic Reaction Networks

Learning Parameters as Regression

Results on Synthetic Dataset

The Chemical Master Equation describes the mechanism of the biochemical

If the structure of the network were known, we could formulate parameter

10 trajectories of component abundances of TRAIL induced

interactions between the molecular components in terms of dynamic systems.

inference as a regression problem:

apoptosis were generated using the Stochastic Simulations

Each reaction is described by it's stoichiometry (structure) and the kinetic rate

Algorithm. 33 time points were selected for the snapshots.

constant (parameter).

We modeled measurement noise as binomial distribution of
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Chemical Master Equation:
P (x,t)
dt

= ΣLl=1 P (x − sl , t)αl (x − sl ) − P (x, t)αl (x)
Mass Action Kinetics:
where

αl (x) = kl ·



Learning Structure as Sparse Regression

X1 −→ product(s)
x1 x2 , X1 + X2 −→ product(s)
x1 ,

Fig.1: (A) Example of a recovered graph for the setting above and no prior knowledge.
(B) Regularization paths in terms of true/false positive trade off (including prior knowledge
reactions) for different prior knowledge situations. Following prior knowledge situations are
depicted: no prior knowledge (green). Additional prior knowledge situations comprise ten
instances of 10%(blue)/ 50%(red) randomly chosen known reactions.

We denote:

Mr = Mr1 ,...,rN = E(X1 − EX1 )r1 . . . (XN − EXN )rN
The moment generating function of the probability distribution P(x, t) can be
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III. The Causality: There and Back Again
Motivation

Learning Causal Structure
causal graph over time

For the applications where a large proportion of the system cannot be
observed (e.g. apoptotic signaling), we propose a relaxation of the problem of

X1

the structure learning of the mechanistic system by learning the structure of

X2

the causal network between the observed components. We additionally

Xi

replace the assumptions of the internal noise (stochastic trajectories) by the
assumptions of external noise (fluctuations in protein concentrations before

t0

dXi (t)
= f (Xpai (t) )
dt

Xi (0) ∼ π(αi , βi )

Using finite difference approximation we get a structural equations model:
t
Xi j+1

≈

t
Xi j

+

t
∆tf (paij )

We have only snapshot data available to us, so we assume that there exists
an unknown function F and noise Ni, which allows us to rewrite the system as:
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+ explicitly exploits the dynamical system: can model cycles
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Conclusions and Outlook
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disadvantages. Therefore, we are working on the extension of
the edge orientation of the inferred skeleton with the ideas
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Both presented methods have their own advantages and
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presented in the Reactionet lasso.

